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THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE
Science serves its readers as a forum for the
presentation and discussion of important issues
related to the advancement of science, including
the presentation of minority or conflicting points
of view, rather than by publishing only material
on which a consensus has been reached. Accordingly, all articles published in Science-including
editorials, news and comment, and book reviews
-are signed and reflect the individual views of the
authors and not official points of view adopted by
the AAAS or the institutions with which the authors
are

increasingly complex society the federal government inevitably
its jurisdiction over many aspects of human activity. Aside from
th
isual complaints of red tape, timidity, and bureaucracy, there is a
seriouis danger in this trend. A government run by politicians is preOCCU pied with the hot crisis of the moment-it is not interested in
dealirng effectively with important long-range matters. Politicians usually
canncDt afford to look beyond the next election and are responsive to the
publicc's mood of the moment. The public, in turn, is under the influence
of the
e mass media, particularly television. To maintain interest, the mass
.
a must have a succession of disasters and crises.
e government responds to public clamor with programs specifically
ned to apply a soothing poultice to the inflamed portion of the body
c. Possible, far-reaching consequences of legislation are seldom
dered, despite the fact that we have repeatedly found that welltioned programs often produce undesirable side effects.
a much needed attempt to improve the national decision-making
-sses, President Nixon last July established a National Goals Reh Staff. The role assigned to the Staff was to analyze social trends
to make projections about the kind of society that could result,
esent trends continue, to forecast future developments, and to pose
iatives for the future domestic life of the nation.
e National Goals Research Staff addressed itself to population
th and distribution, the environment, education, basic natural scitechnology assessment, and consumerism; its report* has just
released. For such an ambitious undertaking, the full-time staff
small, and the breadth of its expertise or that of its consultants
quate. Chapters on population growth and distribution, education,
basic natural science are good. Those on technology assessment and
merism are only fair. The discussion of the environment is poor.
,oals are set forth. The report shows signs of being thrown together
edly.
saving feature is an unusually gracefully written introduction by
el P. Moynihan. His essay demonstrates a keen grasp of the need
letter analysis and long-range planning if government is to function
Apparently, it was Moynihan who prevailed on President Nixon
tablish the National Goals Research Staff and to issue a statement,
a appears in the report, outlining the grand objectives of the venture.
over, something in Moynihan's experiences of the past year has
d him to turn cautious. He writes, "The difficulty with national
is that they too quickly become standards by which to judge not
uture but the present. In a sense, they institutionalize the creation
scontent. The setting of future goals, no matter how distant, drains
macy from present conditions. Once it is established and agreed
that the future will have to be very different from the present, it
nes absurd to be content with the present. The past is annihilated.
most extraordinary progress counts for little if it has brought
ty only to a middling point in an uncompleted journey."
appears that the experimental attempt that began a year ago to
more planning into government is being abandoned. In a press
rence devoted to the report, Moynihan revealed that the Staff is
being dispersed. However, the need for long-range analysis and
ing has not been met, nor will it disappear. The President has a
nsibiity in the matter which, if unfulfilled, is likely to become
rovince of Congress.-PHILIP H. ABELSON
e
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